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Design of active structural acoustic control systems using
a nonvolumetric eigenproperty assignment approach

Z. Li, C. Guigou, C. R. Fuller, and R. A. Burdisso
Vibration and Acoustic Laboratories, Mechanical Engineering Department, Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061-0238

~Received 5 March 1996; accepted for publication 11 October 1996!

Sound radiation of planar radiators such as beams and plates is known to be directly related to the
velocity distribution over the structural surface at low frequencies. For example, nonvolumetric
modes correspond to poor sound radiators for smallk0a. In this work, to achieve significant sound
attenuation in the low-frequency range, the SISO eigenassignment technique is used to modify the
eigenproperties of a planar structure using structural actuators and sensors so that all the modes of
the controlled structure are nonvolumetric. The main advantage of such an approach is that the
design is independent of the disturbance characteristics~i.e., type, position, and frequency content!
and does not require sensors in the radiation field. The design procedure for the control system in
the modal domain is presented. The formulation is applied to a simply supported beam with SISO
feedforward control. Radiation efficiency, far-field sound radiated power and mean-square surface
velocity are extensively studied. The results show that the control scheme proposed here is very
efficient in reducing sound radiation at low frequencies. ©1997 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~97!03604-7#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Vn, 43.50.Ki@PJR#
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INTRODUCTION

The attenuation of sound radiation from vibrating stru
tures is an important issue in practical engineering. Pas
noise control approaches are inefficient at low frequenc
and difficult to implement. In recent years, active control
sound radiation has emerged as a very promising metho
reduce noise, especially at low frequencies. Extensive
search has been conducted in developing efficient con
strategies. One such strategy is active structural acoustic
trol ~ASAC! proposed by Fuller.1 In this approach, contro
inputs are applied directly to the vibrating structures~which
is responsible for the sound radiation! while minimizing
sound pressure or other related quantities. It is shown tha
general, this strategy requires a small number of control
puts for a global sound reduction in acoustic field. The e
ciency of this approach in conjunction with adaptive feedf
ward control is now widely recognized.

The traditional design approach in adaptive feedforw
control is to select the error sensors and actuators base
some physical understanding of the dynamical characteris
of the uncontrolled system or use standard optimizat
techniques.1,2 In their recent work,3–5 Burdisso and Fuller
extensively studied the dynamics of the adaptive feedforw
controlled system and revealed that the adaptive feedforw
control, similar to feedback control, will alter the eigenpro
erties of the controlled system. They further developed
design methodology, the eigenassignment design techn
based on their findings for single-input, single-output s
tems. In this work, the eigenassignment method is adopte
design a system whose vibration modes under control
nonvolumetric and thus radiate sound weakly at low frequ
cies.

Efficient control methods are usually based on a f
understanding of the physics involved in sound radiati
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Low-frequency sound radiation of planar radiators such
beams and plates is known to be directly related to velo
distribution over the structural surface. In rece
publications,6,7 the radiated acoustic power has been e
pressed in terms of the contributions from a number of in
pendently radiating surface velocity distributions. It is show
that velocity distributions corresponding to vibration mod
of the system will in general be coupled in the acoustic fie
The ‘‘radiation modes’’ are surface velocity distribution
that radiate sound power independently in the acoustic
field. It can be shown that, in the low-frequency range, i
for dimensionless frequencyk0a!1 ~wherek0 is the wave
number in the air anda is the characteristic dimension of th
structure!, the shape of radiation modes is reasonably in
pendent of frequency and only the first radiation mode
significant in terms of sound radiation.8 The first radiation
mode is the piston-type mode, which represents the mo
pole behavior of the structure and whose amplitude co
sponds to the net volume velocity of the structure. It can th
be further deduced that the first radiation mode is a com
nation of structural modes associated with a volumetric co
ponent~i.e., structural modes corresponding to a nonzero
volume velocity!. These ‘‘volumetric modes’’ radiate soun
efficiently at low frequencies~smallk0a!, since they behave
as monopole radiators.9–12On the other hand, ‘‘nonvolumet
ric modes’’ ~i.e., structural modes corresponding to a ze
net volume velocity!, radiate poorly in the low-frequency
region where their directivity patterns resemble dipol
quadrapoles, or higher-order patterns. This observation
vides the physical background for the current work.

In this work, the overall goal is to design a control sy
tem with structural actuators and sensors so as to mark
reduce the low-frequency sound radiation efficiency.
achieve this, a SISO feedforward control is used to mod
20884)/2088/9/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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the eigenproperties of a planar beam structure so that
vibration modes of the controlled system are nonvolume
and radiate sound weakly. The complete design proced
consists of two parts: first, the design of global control s
tem parameters in the modal domain by eigenassignme
carried out; second, the design of physical system~realistic
structural error sensors and actuators! to implement the con-
trol strategy is performed.5 In this paper, only the first stag
is presented; a companion paper will discuss the experim
tal implementation of the proposed design. The main adv
tage of the method presented here is that the design is i
pendent of the characteristics of the disturbance applie
the system~i.e., independent of form, location, and fre
quency content!. A simply supported beam is studied
demonstrate the efficiency of the described design. Howe
the approach can be easily extended to more complic
boundary conditions and structures as the proposed de
only requires knowledge of the system eigenproper
~which could be experimentally obtained by modal analy
for example!. The radiation efficiency, far-field radiate
power and mean-square velocity are extensively studie
understand the controlled system acoustic and structura
havior. The results of the proposed control approach are
compared with that obtained using a similar control appro
except that a volume velocity sensor, as described in Ref
and an accelerometer at the beam center are implement
error sensors. These comparisons are used to evaluat
relative efficiency of the approach proposed here.

I. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

A. System response

The studied system is presented in Fig. 1 and consist
a baffled finite beam of lengtha and widthb. Simply sup-
ported boundary conditions are applied atx50 and x5a.
The beam is assumed to be excited by a harmonic point f
disturbance inputF̂ejvt located atx5xd . The analysis is
carried out in frequency domain. The cross-sectional dim
sions of the beam are considered small compared with
length and the frequency of vibration to be low so that b
the shear and rotatory inertia effects can be neglected.
equation of motion of the beam can then be written as

FIG. 1. Schematic of beam system and coordinate system.
2089 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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]x2 FEI~x!
]2w~x,t !

]x2 G1m~x!
]2w~x,t !

]t2
5F̂ejvt. ~1!

In the frequency domain, the response of the beam can
generally described as

w~x,v!5 (
n51

N

qn~v!fn~x!, ~2!

wherew(x,v), is the displacement distribution, andfn(x) is
thenth eigenfunction depending on the beam boundary c
ditions. The eigenfunctions are assumed to be normali
with respect to mass distribution. The generalized coo
nates in the frequency domain,qn~v!, can be expressed as

qn~v!5@ f nF̂~v!1unU~v!#Hn~v!, ~3!

whereU~v! is the magnitude of control input, andf n andun
are the unit modal disturbance and unit modal control inp
respectively.3 Thenth modal frequency response function
represented byHn(v)5(vn

22v212 j znvn
2)21, where zn

and vn are thenth modal damping ratio and natural fre
quency, respectively. The optimal control input can be o
tained by minimizing the square of an error sensor out
e~v!, represented as the sum of a linear contribution of e
mode, i.e.,

e~v!5 (
n51

N

qn~v!jn , ~4!

wherejn is thenth modal error sensor component and is
function of the characteristics of the error sensor.3 Minimiz-
ing Eq.~4! leads to the control input magnitude expressed3

U~v!52G~v!F̂~v!52
(n51
N jnf nHn~v!

(n51
N jnunHn~v!

F̂~v!. ~5!

B. Radiation in acoustic far field

The sound pressure in the far field for a planar radia
can be written as13

p~r ,u,w!52v2
r0e

2 jk0r

2pr

3W~k0 sin u cosw,k0 sin u sin w!, ~6!

wherek05v/c0 is the acoustic wave number in the acous
medium,r0 and c0 are the density of the acoustic mediu
~air in this case! and sound velocity, respectively;W(kx ,ky)
is the displacement wave number spectrum defined as
double spatial Fourier transform of the displacement dis
bution over the surface of the structure, i.e.,

W~kx ,ky!5E
2`

1`E
2`

1`

w~x,y!ejkxxejkyy dx dy. ~7!

For the baffled beam, the system out-of-plane displacem
depends only on thex coordinate and is constant along th
beam width. The spatial displacement distribution can th
be rewritten as

w~x,y!5 Hw~x!, for 0<x<a, 2 b/2<y< b/2
0, otherwise. ~8!
2089Li et al.: Design of active structural acoustic control system
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The total acoustic power radiated by the structure is the
tegral over a hemisphere of the far-field acoustic intens
i.e.,

P~v!5E
0

2pE
0

p/2 up~r ,u,w!u2

2r0c
r 2 sin u du dw. ~9!

The radiation efficiency of a vibrating structure is defin
as12

s5
P~v!

r0c0ab^ẇ2~x!&
, ~10!

where ^ẇ2(x)& is the spatial average mean square veloc
defined as10,12

^ẇ2~x!&5
v2

2a E
0

a

uw~x!u2dx. ~11!

C. Controlled system eigenproperties

Feedforward control has been successfully applied in
active control of sound and vibration. In their recent stu
Burdisso and Fuller3 revealed that the feedforward contro
similar to feedback control, will generally alter the eige
properties of the controlled structure. It is shown that
feedforward-controlled system effectively responds with
new set of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues to the disturba
input. Based on this observation, they further developed
eigenassignment design technique.4,5 This technique is out-
lined in this section.

The eigenproperties of the feedforward-controlled str
ture are governed by the characteristics of the controller
fined byG~v! @see Eq.~5!#. The controlled eigenvaluesll
are the roots of the following characteristic equation of
controlled system5

)
n51

N

jnun)
m51
mÞn

N

~mm2l1!50, for l51,2, . . . ,N21,

~12!

wheremm5vm
2 is themth eigenvalue of the uncontrolle

system. The controlled eigenvaluesll are therefore only a
function of the unit modal control input, modal error sens
components, and eigenproperties of the uncontrolled st
ture and are independent of the disturbance loading,
type, location, and frequency content. It is also importan
note that the applied control input reduces the dynamic
grees of freedom of the structure by one due to the constr
imposed by driving the response of error sensor to zero.3 The
corresponding eigenfunctions of the controlled systemfl

c(x)
are linear combinations of those of the uncontrolled sys
expressed as3

f l
c~x!5 (

n51

N

Glnfn~x!, for l51,2, . . . ,N21, ~13!

where the expansion coefficientsGln for n51,2, . . . ,N and
l51,2, . . . ,N21 are defined as3
2090 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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Gln5H un
l l2mn

H (
n51

N

@un /~l l2mn!#
2J 21/2

, for l lÞmn

dln, for l l5mn.
~14!

For l l5mn , the l th controlled eigenfunction is identical t
the correspondingnth uncontrolled one~i.e., Gln5d ln!, re-
gardless of the unit modal control inputun . Therefore, once
the control actuator and error sensor are selected, the ei
structure of the controlled system is then completely de
mined by Eqs.~12!–~14!, independent of the nature of dis
turbance loading including frequency content, location, a
distribution. On the other hand, if the controlled syste
eigenstructure is specified, then the unit modal control in
and modal error sensor components can be determined
that the controlled system dynamics have these charact
tics. This aspect is discussed further in the following secti

D. Proposed control scheme

As discussed previously, some vibration modes are m
efficient sound radiators at low frequencies~k0a!1! than
others. ‘‘Nonvolumetric modes’’ are defined as modes wit
zero integral of the normal velocity distribution over the su
face of the planar structure. These modes radiate poorl
low frequencies where their directivity patterns resemble
poles, quadrapoles, or higher-order patterns. On the o
hand, volumetric modes, corresponding to monopole ra
tors, are responsible for most sound radiation at low frequ
cies ~k0a!1!. Therefore, the basic concept of this approa
is to achieve a controlled structure that responds only w
nonvolumetric modes so as to attenuate the radiated so
power. Thus, the structural eigenproperties have to be alt
in such a way that the controlled eigenfunctions are all n
volumetric and preferably orthogonal. To allow flexibility i
the design process, it was chosen to construct thepth con-
trolled eigenfunction as a linear combination of the first~p
11! uncontrolled eigenfunctions, i.e.,

fp
c~x!5 (

k51

p11

Ḡpkfk~x!, for p51,2, . . . ,N21, ~15!

where the coefficientsḠpk are derived by imposing the non
volumetric and the orthogonality conditions, as well as n
malizing the new eigenfunction to unity, i.e.,

E
0

a

fp
c~x!dx50 ~nonvolumetric condition! ~16a!

E
0

a

fp
c~x!fp8

c
~x!dx5dpp8,

for p8<p ~orthonormal condition!, ~16b!

where dpp8 represents the Kronecker delta function~i.e.,
dpp851 for p5p8 and dpp850 for pÞp8!. Thus, it can be
noticed from Eqs.~15! and ~16! that the first controlled
eigenfunction is constructed from a linear combination of
first and second uncontrolled eigenfunctions. In general,
pth controlled eigenfunction is a linear combination of t
2090Li et al.: Design of active structural acoustic control system
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 Redistrib
first ~p11! uncontrolled eigenfunctions. If the number
uncontrolled modes~to be taken into account in the fre
quency range of concern! has to be increased, new controlle
eigenfunctions are added without changing the lower or
ones. By placing Eq.~15! into Eqs. ~16a! and ~16b!, it is
easily shown that the coefficientsḠpk can be expressed as

Gpk55 gkgp11F (
j51

p

g j
2(
i51

p11

g i
2G21/2

, for 1,k<p

S (
j51

p

g j
2D F (

j51

p

g j
2(
i51

p11

g i
2G21/2

, for k5p11

0, for p11,k<N,
~17!

wheregn is defined as

gn5E
0

a

fn~x!dx. ~18!

If gn is zero, thenth mode then obeys the nonvolumetr
condition@Eq. ~16a!#. Equation~17! shows that thep11 un-
controlled mode is the most significant contributor to thepth
controlled mode and that the contribution of thekth uncon-
trolled mode (1<k<p) to the controlled mode decreases
the controlled mode order is increased. This is also relate
the fact that controlled eigenfunctions become more comp
~i.e., with increasing number of nodes! as the mode orderp
increases. The expansion coefficientsGln are also defined by
Eq. ~14! as functions of the unit modal control inputsun , and
the uncontrolled and controlled system eigenvaluesmn and
ll , respectively. Thus, the objective is to find theN unit
modal control inputsun and theN21 controlled system ei-
genvaluesll , that yield the desired expansion coefficients
defined in Eq.~17!. Since there are (N21)3N expansion
coefficients to match and onlyN1(N21) unknown, a solu-
tion can only be accomplished in some least-square se
The controlled eigenvaluesll and unit modal control inputs
un can then be obtained by solving a constrained least-sq
minimization problem,5 where the objective function to b
minimized is

F~un ,l l !5 (
l51

N21

(
n51

N

@Ḡln2Gln#2 ~19!

subject to

H (
n51

N

un
251

~l l ! lower<l l<~l l !upper
0<l1<l2<•••<lN21

, ~20!

where the equality constraint represents the normalizatio
modal control input~since the relative controllability of the
modes is the only relevant information!, and ~ll!lower and
~ll!upperare the lower and upper bounds for thel th controlled
eigenvalue. These lower and upper bounds for thel th con-
trolled eigenvalues, i.e.,~ll!lower and ~ll!upper are selected to
ensure that the optimal expansion coefficientsGln be as close
as possible to the desired expansion coefficientsGln, and
such that the following equation is satisfied:
2091 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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If, for example, the excitation consists of multiple harmo
ics, the controlled eigenvalues can also be selected~by prop-
erly choosing the upper and lower bounds! such that they do
not coincide with any of these harmonics. The above non
ear optimization problem can be carried out by using any
several standard routines. In this work, it was solved by
ing the program CONSTR in MATLAB optimization
toolbox.14

Once the optimal unit modal control inputun and the
controlled system eigenvaluesll are determined, the moda
error sensor componentsjn can be obtained by solving
linear system of equations given by Eq.~12!. Assuming that
theNth mode is fully observable, and settingjn51, the error
sensor modal components are obtained by solving the
lowing linear system4

F h11 h12 ••• h1N21

h21 h22 ••• h2N21

A A A A

hN21,1 hN21,2 ••• hN21,N21

G 5 j1
j2
A

jN21
6 55

h1,N

h2,N

A
hN21,N

6 ,
~22!

where

h ln5un)
m51
mÞn

N

~mm2l l !. ~23!

The determination of optimal modal error sensor co
ponentsjn and the unit modal control inputun completely
defines the control system configuration in the modal
main. The performance of the controlled system can then
investigated. The physical implementation of the control s
tem, i.e., the design of structural error sensors and actua
is not be presented in this paper. However, it can be obta
following the steps as described in Ref. 5.

II. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS, RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

In this section numerical simulations for a vibrating sim
ply supported finite beam are presented to demonstrate
design methodology and the effectiveness of the meth
The beam is constructed from steel~i.e., densityr57860
kg/m3 and Young modulusE5200 Gpa! with a length
a50.38 m, a widthb50.038 m, and a thicknessh50.0048
m. The beam is assumed to have a damping factor ofzn51%
for all modes, andN57 modes are included in the analysis
describe the response of the system. The first seven na
frequencies for the simply supported beam are listed in Ta
I. The beam is assumed to be driven by harmonic disturba
point force of 1N amplitude located atxd50.1 m. The exci-
tation frequency is varied in the frequency band 10–30
Hz.

A. Implementation for simply supported beam

This section presents some simplifications of the pre
ously developed general formulation for the case of a ligh
2091Li et al.: Design of active structural acoustic control system
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damped, simply supported beam. For simply suppor
boundary conditions, thenth eigenfunction is

fn~x!5A 2

rSa
sin~knx!, ~24!

wherekn5np/a is thenth structural wave number and th
nth associated eigenvalue ismn5vn

25kn
4EI/rS ~EI is the

beam bending stiffness,r the density, andS the cross-section
area!. From Eq.~24!, it can easily be noticed that the eve
order modes of the beam are nonvolumetric, i.e., the par
etergn in Eq. ~18! becomes

gn5A 2

rSa S 12~21!n

kn
D , n51,2, . . . ,N. ~25!

Thus, the even-order uncontrolled modes do not need to
changed by the control as they already satisfy the nonv
metric condition. From Eq.~25! and Eq.~17!, it can be found
that the controlled eigenfunctions can be expressed as

f2n21
c ~x!5f2n~x!, ~26a!

f2n
c ~x!5 (

j51

n11

G2n,2j21f2 j21~x!, ~26b!

where the coefficientsG2n,2j21 are defined by Eq.~17!, and
n51,2, . . . .Equations~26! state that the controlled eigen
functions with odd order are identical to the uncontroll
ones with even order: for example the first controlled mo
is f1

c(x)5f2(x). On the other hand, the controlled eige
functions with even order are only a linear combination
the uncontrolled eigenfunctions with odd order: for exam
the second controlled mode isf2

c(x)5G1,1f1(x)
1G1,3f3(x).

Having obtained the expansion coefficients and the c
trolled eigenfunctions for the finite beam considered in t
example; the constrained least-square minimization prob
@as expressed in Eqs.~19! and ~20!# is solved for the con-
trolled eigenvaluesll and the unit modal control inputun .
The modal error sensor componentsjn are then found using
Eqs. ~22! and ~23!. Once these components are found c
rectly, the controlled system will respond with the desir
nonvolumetric eigenfunctions or modes.

B. Optimal controller in the modal domain

The controlled nonvolumetric modes@see Eq.~17!# are
given by

f1
c~x!5f2~x!,

TABLE I. Simply supported beam natural frequencies.

Mode Uncontrolled~Hz! Controlled~Hz!

1 76.03 304.13
2 304.13 653.12
3 684.30 1216.52
4 1216.53 1876.79
5 1900.82 2737.19
6 2737.18 3677.88
7 3725.61
2092 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 4, April 1997
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f2
c~x!50.3162f1~x!20.9487f3~x!,

f3
c~x!5f4~x!,

~27!
f4
c~x!50.1768f1~x!10.0589f3~x!20.9487f5~x!,

f5
c~x!5f6~x!,

f6
c~x!50.123f1~x!10.041f3~x!10.0246f5~x!

20.9913f7~x!,

and the associated mode shapes are shown in Fig. 2.
mentioned previously, the odd-order controlled modes cor
spond to the even-order uncontrolled ones~i.e., the first con-
trolled mode is the second mode of the uncontrolled syste!.
On the other hand, the controlled modes with even ord
only depend on the uncontrolled ones with odd order~i.e.,
the second controlled mode is a combination of mode 1 a
3 of the uncontrolled system!. It can also be noticed in Eqs
~27! that the largest expansion coefficient for controlle
modes corresponds to the highest order uncontrolled mod
the decomposition. This can be associated with the fact t
the mode shape becomes more complex~increasing number
of nodes! with increasing mode order as seen in Fig. 2. The
the N21 controlled system eigenvaluesll and theN unit
modal control inputsun are obtained by solving the optimi-
zation problem@Eqs.~19! and~20!# and are used to solve for
the modal error sensor components defined by Eq.~22!.

The eigenfrequencies of the controlled system are giv
in Table I. As expected, the resonant frequency of the od

FIG. 2. Optimal controlled mode shapes of simply supported beam.
2092Li et al.: Design of active structural acoustic control system
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 Redistrib
order controlled modes are identical to those of the eve
order uncontrolled modes~as their associated eigenfunction
are the same!. The modal parameters for the control inpu
and the error sensor, presented in Table II, completely defi
the controlled system in the modal domain. As discuss
previously, the optimization process is independent of t
type, location and frequency content of the disturbance a
ing on the beam. The design process is different from th
presented in Ref. 5 where the eigenfunctions are found
minimize the radiation efficiency at one particular frequenc
The eigenstructure of the system has been changed in su
way that all the controlled modes are nonvolumetric, whi
radiate poorly in the low-frequency region.

After carrying out the above steps the eigenassignm
has been completed and the controlled eigenstructure
fixed. The performance of the design is then examined
studying the acoustic and vibrational responses of the unc
trolled and controlled systems when the excitation frequen
is varied from 10 to 3000 Hz~0.069,k0a,20.76!.

C. Control design performance

As expected, the controlled modes radiate less e
ciently than the uncontrolled modes. Figure 3 shows the
diation efficiencies of modes 1–4 for both the uncontrolle
and controlled systems. At low frequencies, the radiation
ficiencies of controlled modes decrease compared to thos
the uncontrolled modes corresponding to monopole rad

TABLE II. Optimal modal control input and error sensor modal compo
nents.

Mode Modal control componentsun Modal error sensor componentsjn

1 0.931 0.925
2 0.000 0.013
3 0.277 0.306
4 0.000 0.010
5 0.135 0.182
6 0.000 20.006
7 0.195 0.132

FIG. 3. Modal radiation efficiencies of modes 1–4 of a simply support
beam.
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tors. This decrease implies that the controlled modes
weaker radiators than the uncontrolled ones. It is also int
esting to note that the radiation efficiency is even lower f
the second controlled mode, which is a linear combination
the first and third uncontrolled modes~monopole radiators!,
than for the second uncontrolled mode~dipole radiator!. This
is probably because the second controlled mode has
more degree of freedom than the second uncontrolled mo
Similar observations hold true for other even-order co
trolled modes.

To illustrate the effectiveness of the control strategy, t
far-field sound-pressure levels~in dB, re: 20mPa! before and
after control atr̃ ~53a, u50, w50!, i.e., in the direction per-
pendicular to the center of the finite beam, are shown in F
4. The sound-pressure level is significantly reduced ove
wide frequency range~10–3000 Hz!. This reduction is
mainly due to the fact that the nonvolumetric controlle
modes are associated with a dipole radiation pattern in the
field, and therefore have a minimum radiation in the dire
tion perpendicular to the vibrating structure. The far-fie
pressure directivity in thex2z plane is shown in Figs. 5 and
6 for frequencies of 76 and 200 Hz, respectively, whe
negative value ofu corresponds tof50 in the positivex

d

FIG. 4. Far-field radiated pressure in a direction perpendicular to the be
~u50°!.

FIG. 5. Radiation directivity at 76 Hz~first uncontrolled resonance!.
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 Redistrib
plane. The sound-pressure levels are calculated at a ra
r553a. For an excitation frequency of 76 Hz, correspon
ing to the first resonant frequency of the uncontrolled s
tem, significant global sound attenuation has been achie
Similar results can be observed when the system is drive
other uncontrolled resonant frequencies. At 200 Hz, i.e.,
off-resonant frequency of the uncontrolled and controll
system, excellent global sound attenuation is also obtaine
seen in Fig. 6. However, the global sound attenuation
creases as the frequency increases. The results show tha
controlled system behaves very much like a dipole type
diator.

Sound radiation at the controlled resonant frequencie
also studied. Figure 7 shows the far-field pressure directi
at 653.1 Hz, corresponding to the second controlled reson
frequency. The sound radiation decreases nearu50 but in-
creases elsewhere. However, the global radiation level d
not increase significantly. Similar conclusion holds for oth
controlled resonant frequencies.

To evaluate the overall performance of the controll
systems obtained, the total radiated sound power~in dB re:
10212 W! and radiation efficiency for both the uncontrolle
and controlled systems are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, resp
tively. Figure 8 shows excellent sound power attenuation
low the first controlled~or second uncontrolled! natural fre-
quency. The radiation efficiency plot~see Fig. 9! shows that
the controlled system efficiency is decreased when the
quency is below the second controlled~or third uncontrolled!
natural frequency. In general, the controlled system co
sponds to an inefficient radiator for frequencies below
first controlled resonant frequency. Figure 8 also shows g
sound power attenuation for off-resonance frequencies
contrast to the work described in Ref. 10. To further und
stand the underlying mechanism for the controlled syste
the spatial average mean-square velocity before and a
control @see Eq.~11!# is presented in Fig. 10. It can seen th
the controlled vibrational levels are in general reduced in
studied frequency range. This fact suggests that the ‘‘mo
reduction’’15 is an important mechanism in the propos
control process. On the other hand, the controlled modes
a linear combination of the uncontrolled modes and the c
troller is designed to make all the controlled modes nonvo
metric. This fact implies that ‘‘modal-restructuring’’15 is also

FIG. 6. Radiation directivity at 200 Hz~off resonance!.
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an important mechanism in the control behavior. In gene
the overall performance of the controlled system is limit
by the first natural frequency of the controlled system.
overcome this limit, one may want to increase this first co
trolled resonant frequency. However, as expressed in
~21!, the upper bound for the first controlled natural fr
quency is given by the second uncontrolled resonant
quency. Thus, for the present design, the control efficienc
restricted in frequency by the constraint on the control
resonant frequencies. This limitation could be overcome
adopting a similar control design using a MIMO feedforwa
controller and a recursive formulation as proposed in R
16.

D. Control performance comparison

In this section, different control methods are compar
for the previous system of the simply supported beam. T
‘‘nonvolumetric design’’ corresponds to the approach p
posed in this paper~results from the previous section!. The
‘‘volume velocity sensing design’’ considers the use a v
ume velocity sensor on the simply supported beam as
scribed in Ref. 10. The ‘‘accelerometer sensing design’’ u
an accelerometer located at the center of the beam as

FIG. 7. Radiation directivity at 653.1 Hz~second controlled resonance!.

FIG. 8. Total radiated sound power.
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sensor. All other system parameters are identical. For t
latter two approaches, the error sensor detects only odd-or
modes as they are the only ones that are nonvolumetric. T
control input in these two cases is assumed to be a cont
force located at the middle of the beam. This location wa
selected to avoid the control force coupling into the even
order modes that are already nonvolumetric sources and th
radiate weakly. The last two methods do not include desig
of the actuator load; indeed, they are purely based upon
sensing strategy and the control load is only chosen bas
upon physical insight.

The radiation efficiency of the three different controlled
systems is shown in Fig. 11. All methods provide a larg
decrease of the radiation efficiency in the low-frequency d
main. However, the use of the accelerometer as an error s
sor leads the poorest results~an increase of the radiation
efficiency can be noticed at high frequencies! as its signal is
not directly related to sound radiation. The method propos
in this paper gives better results at low frequencies than vo
ume velocity sensing design as it provides the modal cha

FIG. 9. Radiation efficiency.

FIG. 10. Mean-square velocity.
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acteristics of both the sensor and the actuator simultaneou
At higher frequencies, both nonvolumetric design and
volume velocity sensing design give similar results. The
sociated controlled radiated sound power and mean-sq
velocity are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. T
nonvolumetric design is the most efficient in the low
frequency region~up to 10 dB improvement! in terms of
controlling sound radiation. It is also apparent from Fig.
that the nonvolumetric design~the procedure of this paper!
does not lead to a large increase of radiated sound and v
tional levels at off-resonance excitation of the uncontrol
system while the other two methods do. For the volume
locity sensing design, the sound radiation is increased
nificantly around 1 kHz because of a large increase of
displacement in the same frequency range~see Fig. 13!. It
can be noticed in Fig. 13 that the volume velocity sens
design and the accelerometer sensing design are assoc
with very large increase of vibrational levels in the highe
frequency region. Thus, it appears that the method develo

FIG. 11. Comparison of radiation efficiency for different control method

FIG. 12. Comparison of total radiated power for different control metho
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in this paper provides a better controlled system as the vib
tional and acoustic levels are generally not increased for o
resonance of the uncontrolled and controlled system wh
the low-frequency performance is significantly improve
This improvement is due to the fact that the sensor and
control input are optimized at the same time regardless
frequency and excitation characteristics, thus limiting cont
spillover effects.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a new formulation for the design of ASA
systems is proposed. The design methodology proposed
is based on the fact that elemental radiators with zero in
grals of normal velocity over their surface~i.e., nonvolumet-
ric! are inefficient radiators of sound at low frequencies.
SISO eigenassignment method is thus developed in orde
modify the system eigenstructure so that all controll
modes are nonvolumetric, therefore leading to an ove
sound attenuation in the far field. Although the design p
cedure is carried out in the modal domain for a simple on
dimensional structure located in rigid baffle, it is readily e
tensible to more general planar structures since it is ba
upon a normal mode analysis. One main advantage of
method is that the design does not depend on the chara
istics of the external disturbance, such as the form, locati
and frequency contents. The design is only based on
modal behavior of the structure. The effectiveness of t
formulation is demonstrated through numerical simulati

FIG. 13. Comparison of mean-square velocity for different control metho
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for control of radiation from a simply supported beam. S
nificant sound power attenuation is achieved in the low f
quencies, up to the first controlled resonant frequency.
present approach is also compared to other approaches
ploying a volume velocity sensor or an accelerometer a
sensor at the center of the beam. The control method
cussed in this paper provides larger attenuation of both so
radiation and vibrational levels than the two latter cases. T
increased control performance is associated with the fact
the proposed method optimizes both the error sensor
control input simultaneously.
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